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It's just one storm after another
I'm being blown in the wrong direction
Making my live like all the rest
Another face like just the rest
So one by one we all follow
One by one we all walk the same line
Were in time we forget what it's like to feel alive
Falling asleep. getting older, waking up
A little bit closer
To a line where we forget.

Where we all forget
Who knew my life would be
Would be just like this
I'm growing older and just starting
Starting to forget
These days just fly right by
With me spending all my time
With my head in my hands
Knowing soon I'll step
Into line there's no looking back
All these moments turn to memories
That will slowly fade and die
Fade and die just like life

Falling asleep, getting older, waking up
A little bit closer
To a line where we forget
Where we all forget
Who knew my life would be
Would be like this
I'm growing older and just starting
Starting to forget
I'm starting to forget

If I only knew then
What I know now
If I only could have stayed there somehow
If I only knew then
What I know now
If only I could have stayed young somehow
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As much as I wanted to stay young
I know this life has to move on
Move on

Who knew this life would be
Would be this hard
I'm growing up but I'll always be
Who knew this life would be
Would be so hard
I'm growing up but I'll always be

YOUNG AT HEART
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